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ARCHITECTURAL ROBOTICS 
chAPTER 2

OF METAPHORS, STORIES 
AND FORMS



KEY RESEARCH 
qUESTION

How should we solve the “underconstrained”/wicked problems 
related to architectural robotics as individuals from various 

backgrounds? 

How are metaphors, stories, forms and patterns helpful in the 
problem defining and solving processes?



EDOUARD AUTANT & LOUISE LARA (1930S)
ALDO Rossi

- Expand this environment-inhabitant mutualism by 
embedding computation in the physical fabric of the 
architectural work
- dynamic/reactive environment that “learns about and 
adapt to its inhabitants’ behavioral pattern”

- The intersection of theatre and architecture: 
“theatrical machine”, “scientific theatre”, “laboratory” 
- “The actors and spectators test the supportive role 
played by the architectural design within the 
experimental realm of theatrical performances”.

GORDON PASK

CONTEXT

CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER

- A Pattern Language: “how the location/ character of 
physical elements of the environment (physical 
pattern) shape the interactions across people
and things (behavioral patterns).

- “compressing several patterns into a single space” 

set  foundation for an adaptable environment

NICHOLAS NEGROPONTE

- “responsive environment”, “intelligent environment”, 
not a “sensing-effecting model of computation”
- on top of sensors and actuators, intelligent 
environment can “grow and upgrade themselves” with a 
purpose and create meaningful places for human 
experiences

WILLIAM MITCHELL
- “robots for living in”

This book: - different physical scales from furniture to metropolis → this book focuses on architecture of modest physical scale
- “Architectural robotic artifact is of a scale that challenges a human being’s capacity to objectify it”



A PATTERN 
LANGUAGE

1. “No pattern is an isolated entity. Each pattern can exist in the world only to the extent that 

is supported by other patterns: the larger patterns in which it is embedded, the patterns of 

the same size that surround it, and the smaller patterns which are embedded in it”

2. We want to put patterns in such way that many patterns overlap in the same physical 

space — “many meanings captured in a small space, and through this density, it becomes 

profound” and poetic

a. In english, each word carries several meanings and the sentence as a whole carries an 

enormous density of interlocking meanings based on people’s interpretations
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What?

ground for community action

Application to project: 

History Center of Tompkins County

How?

“Allow the growth of shop-sized spaces around the local town hall 

and other appropriate community building. Front these shops on a 

busy path, and lease them for a minimum rent to ad hoc community 

groups for political work, trail services, research and advocate 

groups.”

- small grass roots movement play a vital role in the society to 

   represent freedom of speech

University As A Marketplace
Local Town Hall   
Health Center

Building Edge
Building Fronts

Public Outdoor Room
Opening To The Street

Individually Owned Shops
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What?

For people to hang out, comfortably, for hours at a time

Application to project: 

Healthcare centers, Schools, Public Libraries

How?

- The diverse and casual nature of these activities require a space 

that is just enough defined, so that any activity which is natural to the 

neighborhood at any given time can develop freely by people

-  “A partly enclosed place with some roof, columns, without walls, 

perhaps with a trellis; place it beside an important path and within 

view of many homes and workshops; place it where several paths are 

tangent to it”

Arcade
Seat Spots
Path Shape

Canvas Roofs
Building Edges

Activity Pockets
Common Areas At The Heart

Small Public Square
Accessible Green
Pedestrian Street
Paths and Goals
Main Gateways

Common 
Land



ExpERIMENTAL 
DESIGN

Architectural 
Robotics Typology What is it about? Technology 

Focus
Human-machine 

Interaction Focus

Reconfigurable 
Environment (“Makes 
Room for Many 
Rooms)

make a single space 
multi-functional by moving around 
physical mass to achieve a 
malleable environment

kinematics “cyber-physical 
configuration patterns 
conducive to working 
life in digital workforce”

Distributed 
Environment 
(“Furnishings Come to 
Life”)

a network of cyber-physical 
devices with different purposes 
work together to serve a common 
human need 

compliant, soft 
robotics, machine 
learning

designing for the 
vulnerable populations

Transfigurable 
Environment (“Portal 
to Elsewhere)

similar to the reconfigurable 
environment but with the purpose 
of seemingly transporting 
inhabitants to other locations

interactive design process to develop a 
cyber-physical artifact for collaborative 
learning activities



TAKE-AWAY

3. Metaphors and stories are helpful instruments for us to visualize the intersections between 
architectural robotics and other fields, and to deepen our understanding of who we are as 
human beings in the social, psychological and ethical dimensions.   

1.  Architectural practice is the integration of art and technology. Collaboration among engineers, 
scientists, and designers is the key to solving the wicked problem.

2. An iterative, cyclical design approach is important for HCI practices.

Grounding

Ideation

Iteration

Reflection



QUESTIONS & 
INSIGHTS

1. Usually we see architectures (buildings/furnitures) as objects that are quite long lasting 

or even gaining more artistic/historical values over time, whereas technologies are 

rapidly growing and the newer ones are always “better”. How do we find a balance when 

designing architectural robotics? How often do we need to upgrade them?

2. STEAM study: As creative designers for architectural robotics, is it better to learn 

technology in depth and have arts/design skills as an add-on or learn arts/design in depth 

and have tech skills as an add-on? 

3. One focus of architectural robotics is designing for the more vulnerable populations. Do you 

think such technology-heavy field would be easily accessible/understandable to these users 

and easily implementable in these locations? 


